Over 70 quality used and
delivery mileage vehicles for
immediate delivery and over
3000 in group stock

Contact your local centre today.

If you are looking for high quality used vans, we have a great
selection including lutons, tippers and mini-buses. It couldn’t
be easier to find your next van online all our vehicles are
displayed with detailed specifications, 9 images and a high
definition video. Navigate through our website to find vans
and commercial vehicles from the industry’s leading brands
including, Ford, Vauxhall, Renault, Fiat, Volkswagen and many
more. We are confident we have the right vehicle, at the right
price and specification for you and your business.

Sheffield

At Evans Halshaw we offer great choice, we have great finance
deals available and can offer immediate nationwide delivery
throughout the UK. As you would expect from the largest
automotive group in Europe, all our used vehicles receive a
comprehensive inspection and full provenance check to ensure
complete peace of mind with your commercial vehicle purchase.
The Evans Halshaw Price Guarantee† means all vehicles are
checked daily so you pay less.
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ROAD TO SUCCESS
for Van Operators

Why Choose
Evans Halshaw DAF?

Who better than Renault
to look after your Renault van?

Do you know what we can really offer our customers
here? Below is a list of the services we offer;

Let our dedicated Renault Authorised Van Service
& Repair Centres take care of your Renault Van.

• New & used van sales – Everyday low prices. If you can find
a similar van at a competitor dealer within five days, we will
refund the price difference.*
• Renault Van authorised repairer and parts stockists
• Full main dealer facilities
• All makes van diagnostics
• All makes servicing and repairs (Car and Van)
• Tyre sales & fitting service
• Van and Car wheel alignment
• All types of Tacho work (vehicles with a train weight above 3.5t)
• Class 4, 5 & 7 MOT testing
• Parts available from stock when vehicles in for repair
• Rolling road brake testing
• Roadside breakdown and recovery service
• Electronic VHC service
• Fully trained technicians
• Collection & delivery
• Trailer servicing & repairs
• Tail lift servicing and repairs
• LOLER testing
• 24 hour parts availability
• ONE STOP SHOP

At each of our Evans Halshaw Renault Van Authorised Service
and Repair Centres, our fully trained technicians use only the
latest Renault tools and genuine Renault approved parts to
service your van and perform the repairs deemed necessary
to keep you safe and on the roads longer, maximising vehicle
uptime for you and your business.

*Terms & Conditions apply. See www.evanshalshaw.com for further details.

We pride ourselves on ensuring that you, and your vehicle
receive the very highest level of care and service and by deciding
to service with us also certifies your warranty will be kept valid.
Our technicians have years of training and experience in
the commercial vehicle industry carrying out Manufacturer
approved van servicing, MOT tests, repairs to brakes, tyres, and
exhausts as well as other mechanical repairs.
We know how valuable “vehicle uptime” is to commercial vehicle
operators therefore we have built our business around the basic
principal of “maximizing” vehicle utilisation with a real emphasis
on providing our customers a true “one stop shop” solution.
So whether your Renault needs a simple and straightforward
service, or a little bit more expert care and attention, you can be
assured that your vehicle is in capable hands.

